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The Birth of the Northern
Arizona Star Party
Paul Dickson, SAC President
dickson@primenet.com

Sometimes when you start something, everything goes
smoothly. Other times it goes roughly. And still other
times it starts e�losively, like the Northern Arizona
Star Party sponsored by the Prescott Astronomy Club.

This

Scottsdale, Arizona

line in the newsletter made no change in
perception.

my

For some reason EVAC put off the next "quarterly"
Board meeting until nearly June. It took place on May
2 9th. At this meeting, which I attended, the thoughts
about the All-Arizona Star Party were all immediate for
there was only 8 months remaining before the star
party. My impression, whi.ch is probably wrong, was
that EVAC was doing this event because no one had
bothered to contact another club about taking over the
star party.

is the story of how the Northern Arizona Star
Party came about and lessons in communication that
should be learned.

While attending the 1997 All-Arizona Star Party, I
talked with Robert Kerwin (EVAC's Past President,
who presided over the Board's decision to hand-off the

During the events that will be told, I was a member of
both SAC and EVAC. I served as SAC's Newsletter
Editor and I was on EVAC's Board of Directors, a
position I served from1995 through1997.

failure to really look for other clubs to sponsor the
event, especially since the summer heat hadn't left
Arizona by the time of the star party. I really shouldn't
say "failure to look," although neither Robert nor I
knew about it, Sam Herchak had sent E·mail to various
clubs around Arimna with no response.

During 1996 , the EVAC Board of Directors voted to
sponsor the 1996 All-Arizona Star Party, and to also
look for another club to sponsor it in 1997 and perhaps
put it on a rotating basis that included other clubs. This
would allow other sites to be used. The Board went so
far as to consider co-sponsoring the event to assist a
smaller astronomy club with such things as insurance.
On January 30, 1997, EVAC had another Board
meeting. I (Paul Dickson) was unable to attend this
meeting. It seems that at this meeting that the EVAC
Board's decision might have been reversed. Yet the only
comment in the published minutes was, "Sheri felt that
the Club should retain its sponsorship of this event
because this is the only major event that we are in
charge of." This was from the March EVAC newsletter.
There was no mention on what the rest of the Board
thought. And there was no record of any decision. In
hindsight, it is obvious the Board probably deferred to
Sheri and presented no opposing views. I wouldn't have
either, if I had known. But since I knew the Board had
previous decided to give away the star party, the one
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negative replies. In fact, the only reply was from Robert
Kerwin, which was a positive message.

impression of what Robert said was along the lines of
"too bad we didn't get another club up north to sponsor
the star party."
·

I· didn't speak . to Robert about this topic again Witil
'
January of this year, when Robert replied to an initial
. version of this article. From 'tlie: meeting minutes, he
�d ��nd the January EVAC Board of Directors
Meeting so he would have known whether the Board
.. haff chariged . itS' oollective. iiiind His ·eomments didn't
strike me any way other than that someone should
have gotten off their rear and contacted some other
clubs. In fact, his response to my message below only
reinforced my belief that my contacting the Prescott
Astronomy Club was what I was supposed to do.

Subject:·

Prom:

After I got home I wrote ari�·mail -message- -ur the
entire EVAC Board letting them know what I had done.
This message went out on October 1 0th. I got no

dickson@primenet.com

(Paul Dickson)

nate: Fri, 10 Oct 1997 18:54:34 -0700

Cc:

Warren Parkes <warren@pqx.com>
(Prescott Astronomy Club Pr
- �s_ident),
Robert Kerwin <p24493@namerica.mot.com>
I found myself a few blocks from where
Warren Parkes -- president of the
Prescott Astronomy Club -- works this
evening (Prescott Valley). So I stopped
in chatted with him for about 15
minutes.

A couple of weeks after the All·Arizona Star Party, I
had finished a repair job in Prescott Valley and had no
rush to get back to Phoenix. I had some idea where
Warren Parkes place of business was, so I considered
dropping by and saying hi.
As we talked, Warren brought up the topic of the All·
Arizona Star Party. I mentioned that EVAC had been
looking for a club to take·over this event and had been
planning on giving away the 1997 event, but time had
run out and they had to sponsor the event themselves. I
believe Warren said that his club might be interested,
but he needed to ask the membership _first.

All-AZ Hosted _by_Prescott

Astronomy Club

.

�

evac-board@psiaz.com

To:
·

One of the subjects covered was the
Prescott Astronomy Club hostin g the All
Arizona Star Party next year. He was
pretty sure that PAC would be willing to
host this event next year. He had some
concern about 40 degree ni ghts, but I
assured him that the die-hard observers
will be ready for this.
Paul Dickson

A couple of wee'ks later (Oct. 22 ) I got this one line
message from Warren:
Initial reactions to All-AZ star party from
my club are positive.
-<Jontinued on p. 5
•
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EVAC Star Parties
. Local Star Party: Florence Junction Site

Deep Sky Star Party: Vekol Road Site

General Information: The Florence Junction site is the official site
for the East Valley Astronomy Club's Local Star Party, typicall y
held on the Saturday closest to Last Quarter Moon. Florence
Junction offers reasonably dark skies within a short drive of most
east Valley locations.
Location:

N82°47' 40"

General Information: The Vekol Road site is the official site for
the East Valley Astron�my Club's Deep Sky Star Party, typically
held on the Saturday closest to New Moon. Vekol Road offers dark
skies despite prominent skyglow from Phoenix to the north. The
site is within 1 � hours drive time from most east Valley locations.

w 111° 20' 16"

Loc@tion:

How To Get 1bere: Take US 60 east to Florence Junction. At
Florence Junction, turn right (south) on SR 79. After 1.5 miles,
you will see a tall steel flagpole and a dirt road to the left. Turn
left onto the dirt road and continue for another 1.3 miles. Drive
with caution as the road is rough m some areas. To the left there
will be a large open area.
To
Phoenix

·

w 112° 15' 15"

N 32°47'55"

How t.o Get There: Take 1·10 south and exit ont.o Maricopa Road.
Continue through the town of Maricopa to SR 84, about 25 miles
from
1·10. Tum right on SR 84, after about 5 miles the road merges
with 1-8. Continue west and exit l-8 at Vekol Road, Exit 144. Tum
left and cross the highway overpass. Before looping back ont.o l-8
take the road to the left. Go south for 2 mi. At the Vekol Ranch
sign bear right and continue south for another mile until reaching
a Jarle, open area on the left.
· B.11:1U'4. To
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So when at times the mob ia swayed
To
praise or blame to �ar,
We may choose something like a
To stay our minds on and be staid.
.
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"Great Conjunctions" Past
and Future
M. Aaron McNeely, Editor
Last weekend I noticed that Jupiter and Saturn have
formed an approximately 80° line in the late evening
sky. This prompted me to wonder when the next
"great conjunction," as close approaches of Jupiter
and Saturn are traditionally .termed, would occur. I
consulted Jean Meeus' Astronomical Tables of the
Sun, Moon, and Planets for �he following data:
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As one can easily see, great conjunctions occur every
20 years. I missed the 1961 event due to not being
alive and the 1981 event due to ignorance of
astronomy. Hopefully my lifespan will allow me to
witness the next two events in 2000 and 2020. I
would also.very happily _witness the 2040 event, God
w illing.t
The first great conjunction of my _lifetime, . the April
1981 .event, was an evening sky event occurring
against the backdrop of western Virgo, the. faint
semicircle of stars named the Retreat of the Howling
Dog by the Arabs.
The next great conjunction in June 2000 will be a
morning sky event. The two planets will lie in the
constellation of Taurus just south of the Pleiades.
The November 2020 event will occur in the evening
sky, the two planets, also acmmpanied by Pluto, will
lie east of Sagittarius, close to the Capricomus
border.
It is interesting, using computer software, to compare
these events with some far off in the future:

1981
2000
2020
- 204-02060
2080

v·11'20
x

Taurus

S a2.IC8D

x
x
-�

- -- -X- -x
x

From what I can discern, it appears that great
conjunctions also occur in a 60 year cycle. Every 20
years the two planets appear against the backdrop of
a one of the constellations listed above. In another 60
years the planets will resume their conjunction in
that same constellation. I also noticed that these
triple points themselves move slowly eastward so
that, over the course of thousands of years, every
zodiacal constellation will eventually be graced by
great conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn.
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July 4, 1054: Bright supernova that produced the
Crab Nebula recorded byGhU1ese Astronomers.

July 16, 1994: Start Or the impact
Shoemaker·Levy 9 with Jupiter.
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In Astronomical History

July 16, 1850: First photograph of a star (Vega),
Harvard Observatory.
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-O>ntinued from p. 2
Sheri Cahn, EVAC's President, and I carpool to EVAC
meetings. On the night of the November EVAC meeting
(the second Wednesday of that month), as we were
driving to the meeting the topic of my "giving away" the
All-Arizona Star Party came up. Sheri was upset that I
had taken it upon myself t.o give away EVAC's star
party. This could only be called argument in that
neither of us had access any written facts as we drove
across town.
The only thing semi-resolved was that Sheri should
contact Warren. I provided her with my E-mail
messages t.o/from Warren, including Warren's E-m8il
address. Sheri's final judgment on the subject was that
the decision on whether to give away the All-Arizona
Star Party was up to the new EVAC Board of Directors.
Since they were just elected at that November meeting,
their first Board meeting would not be until sometime
in January.
With this decided I figured I was out of things no
matter how it turned out. I get the Prescott Astronomy
Club's newsletter, The Ephemeris. The November issue
made no references to the star party. The December
issue, arrived, but got buried for a week. When I finally
opened it I discovered the Prescott Astronomy Club's
preparations for the All-Arizona Star Party. The article
oilly mentions the planning stages, but when I sent the
message below (on Dec. 22 ), I found that they were
even further along. I sent:
Well the new FNAC Board does not seem
to want to give up the sponsorship of
the All-Arizona Star Party. They will
decide for sure at their first Board
meeting sometime in January.

The Prescott Astronomy Club had already decided on
September instead of October and had the Chino Valley
town council vote to grant them the public grounds,
meeting halls and motels, and have a number of
speakers who have given their preliminary assent to
speaking at a September meeting.
My message was a shock to Warren and to those who
were planning the event.

This

was where I posted my initial version of this
article as a message to evac-board@psiaz.com. Since
then, with a lot of communication, things have settled
down. The plans are still on for the star party in Chino
Valley, only the new naine Northern Arizona Star
Party was adapted EVA C Will still host the All-Arizona
on Ray Farnsworth's property.
I attended the April club meeting of the Prescott
Astronomy Club. At that meeting, they covered some of
the details of the star party, things that had been done

as well as things still yet to be done. My perception was
that they had things well in hand. They were planning
to have <Jay sessions in Chino Valley, while the night
sessions (and camping) would be outside of town, away
from direct views of Chino Valley. They were originally
planning on a public star partj., but the site is remote
enough to make traffic difficult.
I have tried to oonvey the correct history of events as I
experienced them, but I have also had to shorten things
a bit to make them worth reading. I hope that I have
conveyed most of what has happened.
I feel that both SAC and EVAC should help the Prescott
Astronomy Club by attending this star party. Arimna
clubs already sponsor four star parties during the year.
I doubt any would suffer much if there is a fifth.

Say No to NEMA!
Sam Herchak, EVAC
76627.3322@compuserve.com

Every astronomer dreads the "dusk to dawn security"
lights that pop up all the time. My question is. "Why do .
people put up with them?" NEMA (National Electrical
Manufacturers Association) mercury vapor lighting has
been outlawed by the State of Arimna for years! In
addition, our laws require that most outdoor lighting be
shielded. The fact is bad Jighting is illegal in .m.stny
states now, so manufacturers are dumping (selling
them cheap) their wares where they can , and it is up to
us to do something about it. The State of Arizona nor
any single organization has the resources to police and
insist on the enforcement of the laws already in place.
It's up to you and me.
So what do we do? First of all, support the
International Dark-Sky Association (founded in Tucson
by a former Director of Kitt Peak Observatory). The
IDA is nonprofit, run by mostly volunteers, and they
work hard to educat.e government entities and lighting
manufacturers on the realities of bad lighting. This is
important work-join Uxlay!
Second, educate yourselves. There is no need to
reinvent the wheel though. Go to the IDA website and
read up on the issues. Talk to myself or others listed
below who want to see our lighting laws enforced. If the
support is there, we can work together in the Phoenix
area as a . local "chapter" of IDA to proceed with. step
three, which is:
·

Educate others. When you see NEMA lighting fixtures
being sold in Arizona, talk to . the retailer, write the
chain's headquarters, etc. and show them the laws.
Most people selling these fixtures don't know they are
illegal (did you?), and will comply once educated. For
·

those fixtures already in place, don't threaten legal
action, but instead explain how cheap and effective the
Hubble Skycaps are (light shields designed specifically
for the NEMA fixtures). Explain what good lighting is
(vs. glare lighting), and ask that they use it next time
(the ballast. element is expensive-wh�n it fails, it then
becomes cost effective to replace a NEMA fixture). If it's
a neighbor, invite them over to look through your
telescope 80 they can see firsthand how much 'that bad
fixture ruins your view.
Once people learn bad lighting doesn't enhance
security, and good lighting is cost effective (in the long
run-typically 5 years or 80), we can both win on this
issue. It's not that much work, but it does take
involvement. If you like astronomy enough to be in a
club, you should care enough to stop, and eventually
reverse, light pollution. We hope to hear from you soon.
Contacts
Sam Herchak (Mesa, 924-5981)
Silvio Jaconelli (Gilbert, 926-8529)
Bill Dellinges (Apache Junction, 983-6651)
References

. � _

International Dark·Sky Association (new address)
3225 N. First Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719-2103
www d�rksky �.or.g/�idalindex. htnll
.•

Hubble Skycaps:

www.darksky.org/-ida/skycap.html

Other Lighting Sites:
www.streetlights.net/links. html
www. fpi-protostar.com/olpac/Links.htm

Arizona Revised Statutes
www.azle g.state.az.us/ars/ars.htm

49-1104 . Use of mercury vapor light fixtures
A No new mercury vapor outdoor light fixtures shall be
installed after the effective date of this section. No
replacement equipment other than bulbs for mercury
vapor lighting· fixtures 'shall be sold in the state after
January l, 1991 and the •use ·of mercuey vapor; light
fixtures is prohibited after:January 1, 2011.·
·

B. The provisions of this section shali not apply to
outdoor light systems erected prior to 1950.

49-1102 Shielding of outdoor light fixtures
.

All outdoor light fixtures shall be fully or partially

shielded except incandescent fixtures of one hundred

fifty watts or less and other sources of seventy watts or
less. Streetlight fixtures are exempt from this
requirement if the shielding is not available from the
manufacturer.

EVAC.Meeting Highlights
M. Aaron McNeely, Edit.or
amcneely@primenet.com

June 10, 1998
President Sheri Cahn began the meeting at 7:35 and
addressed the following EVAC events:
June 20th-Local Star Party at Florence Junction
June 27th-Deep Sky Star Party at Vekol Road
July 8th-Next EVAC Meeting at SCC
There were approximately 60 people in attendance
including 10 newcomers. There were no Show and Tell
speakers for this meeting, and we promptly began to
listen as our guest speaker, Dr. Rogier Windhorst of
Arizona State University, summ arized the latest
findings from the Hubble Space Telescope.
Dr. Windhorst provided a whirlwind tour of many of
Hubble's latest observations. Of particular fascination
was his analysis of the famous Hubble Deep Field, a
many-hour exposure of a seemingly blank region of sky
in Ursa Major. The image reveals hundreds of faint
galaxies, the faintest ever recorded When astronomers
dissect the image by plotting the individual galaxy
images according to the famous Hubble tuning fork
classification, they apparently reveal that the
morphological characteristics of galaxies have changed
over time. Evidently older galaxies (according to red
shift) appear to be more irregular as we look back into
time. This implies that some sort of "galaxy evolution"
has occurred.
Among the myriad of other fascinating images was a
beautiful infrared view of the planet Saturn and what
apparently represents a planet, the first ever direct
imaging of such a body outside of our solar system, that
had been ejected from a double star system. It is awe
inspiring to real.i7.e that the Hubble Space Telescope
may have fulfilled the· dreams of centuries of
astronomers.: The detection.of a planet orbit�g-�other
star.
·

Dr. Windhorst. finished by answering many questions
from the audience. Everyone in. attendance enjoyed his
articulate and entertaining presentation.

July EVAC Meeting
July's meeting will consist of show-and-tell and a swap
meet. So bring all of your cool astronomy stuff to sell!

Joe Orman's Photo Page

members.home. com/rmscott/orman/index. html

Very nice set of astrophotos, as well as so�e
daylight pictures.
Rick Scott's Natural Images Gallery

EVAC on the Internet
M. Aaron McNeely, Editor

amcneely@primenet.com

A few months ago Paul Dickson set up the following
mailing lists for the East Valley Astronomy Club. He
has also set up similar lists for the Saguaro Astronomy
Club. I have been very pleased with the responses to
these groups and feel that the members derive much
satisfaction and information from their participation. I
wowd also like to thank Paul for performing such a
valuable service for EVAC.

member.:;. home. com/rmscott

Great collection
photography.

of

landscape

and

nighttime

Astrophotography by Howard C. Anderson
www. primenet. com/-handy/

Excellent astrophotos and
astrophotography information.

lots

of

useful

Ron's Astronomy and CB246 Camera Page

www. geocities. com/SiliconValley/Hills/4514/

Useful information and ideas for building your own
CCD camera.
TJ's Amateur Astronomy Home Page

home.att.net/-sky godtj/astronomy/home.html

E-mail Mailing Lists
EVAC-mls is a mailing list for club announcements
and quick notification of astronomical events.
EVAC-Board is for EVAC business. All club members

are welcome to participate.

AZ-Observing is a fairly general mailing list about

observing in Arizona. Included are star party
information, who is going, as well as the latest
observations and astronomical events.
To join, send E-mail with the Subject: Subscribe to
the "-request" mailing address at psiaz. com. For
example, you would send the request for AZ-Observing
toAZ-Observing-request@psiaz. com.

EVAC Web Site
Robert Kerwin maintains the EVAC web site at the
following URL:
www. goodnet. com/-rkerwin/evac/evac. html

EVAC Member Web Sites
Here are some astronomy pages authored by our very
own members. Enjoy!

Nice "introduction to astronomy" page.
Aaron's Naked Eye Astronomy Page

www.geocities. com/CapeCanaveral/3784/index.
html/

Astronomy articles written by EVAC Newsletter
Editor M. Aaron McNeely
Are you an EVAC member?. Do you have a Web page
with astronomy content? How about a link on the
EVAC web page? It's quick, easy and doesn't hurt a bit!
Just E-mail the URL to the Web Guy, Robert Kerwin,
atrkerwin@goodnet. com.

Astra-Quiz
What explorer created the constellations Crux and
Triangulum Australe?*

Editor's Corner
M. Aaron McNeely, Editor

amcneely@primenet.com

I would like to thank Paul Dickson, Sam Herchak, and
Bernie Sanden for their contributions to this
newsletter. I was also able to utilize Robert Kerwin's
EVAC web site for material used in this newsletter. I
encourage-everyone to check out the real thing, and it
will save you having to type in the URL's listed above!

Sky Photography by Tom Polakis

www.psiaz.com/polakis/skyphoto.html

Lots of great photos taken with simple equipment.

*Astro-Quiz Answer: Amerigo Vespucci created Crux
and Triangulum Australe in 1503.
·
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East Valley Astronomy Club-1998
EYAC Officers

PRESIDENT
Sheri Cahn
602/841·7034

VICE-PRESIDENT
Kathy Doyle
6021953-8184

TREASURER
Kathy Wood.ford
6021857-3438

SECRETARY
Don Wrigley
6021982-2428

PROPERTIES
Enrico Alvarez
6021837-0486

Scottsdale, Arizona
EVAC Homepage-http://www.goodnet.com/-rkerwin/evac/evac.html
MEMBERSHIP & SUBSCRIPTIONS:

$20 per year,

renewed in Deoember. Reduced rates to Sky & Tel<!scope and

Astronomy available. Contact Kathy Wood.ford, P.O. Box 213, Apache Junction, AZ 85217, 6021857-3438.
Email-ariz. kat@juno.com
CLUB MEETINGS: Second Wednesday of every month at the Scottsdale Community College, 7:30 pm. Normally
Roo=-• P.3 170 or 172 in the Physical Sciences Building. See map below.
NEWSLETI'ER: Mailed out the week before the monthly Club meeting. Send contributions to M. Aaron
McNeely, 4402 North 36th Street, #22, Phoenix, AZ 85018, 6021954-3971. Email-amcneely@primenet.com
Contributions may be edited for length or clarity.
ADDRESS CHANGES: Contact Bill Smith, 1663 South Sycamore, Mesa, AZ 85202, 6021831-1520.
Email-b.sm.i thaz@aol.com
EVAC LIBRARY: The library contains a good 8.SSOrtment of books, downloaded imagery, and helpful guides.
Contact Enrico Alvarez for complete details, 6021837-0486.

lps

BOOK DISCOUNTS: Great savings through Kalmbach and Sky
Publishing. Contact Don Wrigley, 423 West 5th Avenue,
Apache Junction, AZ, 6021982-2428. Email-donwrig@juno.com
EVAC PARTY LlNE: Let other members know in advance
if you plan to attend a scheduled observing session. Contact
Robert Kerwin, 6021837-3971. Email-p24 4 93@email.mot.com
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